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DEGREE OF NON-KA¨HLERIANITY FOR 6-DIMENSIONAL NILMANIFOLDS
DANIELE ANGELLA, MARIA GIOVANNA FRANZINI, AND FEDERICO ALBERTO ROSSI
Abstract. We use Bott-Chern cohomology to measure the non-Ka¨hlerianity of 6-dimensional nilmanifolds endowed with the
left-invariant complex structures in M. Ceballos, A. Otal, L. Ugarte, and R. Villacampa’s classification, [15]. We investigate
the existence of pluriclosed metric in connection with such a classification.
Introduction
The Bott-Chern cohomology and the Aeppli cohomology provide further tools to investigate the complex geometry of
non-Ka¨hler manifolds: they are, in a sense, a bridge between the Dolbeault cohomology and the de Rham cohomology of
a complex manifold X . Introduced by A. Aeppli in [2], the cohomology groups
H
•,•
BC(X) :=
ker∂ ∩ ker ∂
im ∂∂
and H•,•A (X) :=
ker ∂∂
im ∂ + im ∂
have raised much interest in several areas of Mathematics and Physics: see, e.g., B. Bigolin [9, 10], J. Varouchas [41], L.
Alessandrini and G. Bassanelli [3], and, more recently, M. Schweitzer [37] and R. Kooistra [27] (in the context of cohomology
theories), J.-M. Bismut [12, 13] (in the context of Chern characters), and L.-S. Tseng and S.-T. Yau [38] (in the framework
of generalized geometry and type II string theory).
The Bott-Chern cohomology turns out to be particularly interesting in the non-Ka¨hler case. In fact, for compact
Ka¨hler manifolds, or, more in general, for compact complex manifolds satisfying the ∂∂-Lemma (that is, the very special
cohomological property that every ∂-closed ∂-closed d-exact form is ∂∂-exact), the Bott-Chern cohomology coincides with
the Dolbeault cohomology.
In [7], the first author and A. Tomassini proved that, on a compact complex manifold X , a Fro¨licher-type inequality
relates the dimension of H•,•BC(X) and the dimension of H
•
dR(X ;C), namely, [7, Theorem A],
(1) for every k ∈ N ,
∑
p+q=k
(dimCH
p,q
BC(X) + dimCH
p,q
A (X)) ≥ 2 dimCHkdR(X ;C) ,
and that the equality in (1) holds if and only if X satisfies the ∂∂-Lemma, [7, Theorem B].
A special class of manifolds, which turn out to provide useful examples in studying geometric and cohomological
properties of (almost-)complex manifolds, is given by the class of nilmanifolds, namely, compact quotients X = Γ\G of a
connected simply-connected nilpotent Lie group G by a discrete co-compact subgroup Γ.
By K. Nomizu’s theorem [31, Theorem 1], the finite-dimensional vector space ∧•g∗ of linear forms on the dual of the
Lie algebra g naturally associated to G yields a minimal model for the de Rham complex (∧•X, d) of X ; this means, in
particular, that the de Rham cohomology of X can be computed as the cohomology of a finite-dimensional subcomplex of
(∧•X, d).
On the other hand, nilmanifolds cannot be formal, [24, Theorem 1], and hence, in particular, neither they satisfy the
∂∂-Lemma nor they admit Ka¨hler metrics.
The 6-dimensional nilmanifolds can be classified in terms of their Lie algebra, up to isomorphisms, in 34 classes, according
to V. V. Morozov’s classification, [30], see also [28]. As regards their complex geometry, the works by S. M. Salamon [36], L.
Ugarte and R. Villacampa [40], A. Andrada, M. L. Barberis, and I. Dotti [5], and M. Ceballos, A. Otal, L. Ugarte, and R.
Villacampa [15] give a complete classification, up to equivalence, of the left-invariant complex structures on 6-dimensional
nilmanifolds.
Even if they admit no Ka¨hler metric, nilmanifolds can be endowed with other special Hermitian metrics, whose associated
(1, 1)-form satisfies conditions weaker than the Ka¨hler condition, see, e.g., [29, 11, 39, 22, 1]. A special class of Hermitian
metrics that recently have arisen interest in several areas of Mathematics and Physics is the class of pluriclosed (also called
strong-Ka¨hler with torsion, shortly, skt) metrics, namely, the Hermitian metrics whose associated (1, 1)-forms is ∂∂-closed,
see, e.g., [11, 22, 34, 21, 14].
In this note, we are concerned especially in studying cohomological properties of the 6-dimensional nilmanifolds endowed
with left-invariant complex structures; furthermore, we investigate cohomological properties of special classes of nilmanifolds
admitting pluriclosed metrics. More precisely, we compute explicitly the dimensions of the Bott-Chern cohomology for
each of the complex structures in M. Ceballos, A. Otal, L. Ugarte, and R. Villacampa’s classification, [15]: in view of
the Fro¨licher-type inequality (1) and of K. Hasegawa’s theorem [24, Theorem 1], such dimensions, together with the Betti
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numbers, measure, in some sense, the non-Ka¨hlerianity of nilmanifolds. We provide some sufficient conditions assuring
the validity of the ∂∂-Lemma on a compact complex manifold. Then, we study left-invariant pluriclosed structures on
6-dimensional nilmanifolds, proving that only seven of the classes in the cohomological classification by means of the
Bott-Chern cohomology contain left-invariant complex structures admitting left-invariant pluriclosed metrics, see Theorem
4.1. On a 6-dimensional nilmanifold endowed with a left-invariant complex structure, the existence of pluriclosed metrics
and the existence of balanced metrics are complementary properties: indeed, by [22, Proposition 1.4], or also [4, Remark
1], any Hermitian metric being both pluriclosed and balanced is in fact Ka¨hler, and by [22, Theorem 1.2] the pluriclosed
property is satisfied by either all left-invariant Hermitian metrics or by none; we refer to [1] for the complementary study
of balanced structures on 6-dimensional nilmanifolds: there, A. Latorre, L. Ugarte, and R. Villacampa study the behaviour
of the cohomology in relation to the existence of balanced Hermitian metrics on 6-dimensional nilmanifolds endowed with
left-invariant complex structures. In [34, Theorem 14], the third author and A. Tomassini provided a classification of
8-dimensional nilmanifolds endowed with a left-invariant complex structure such that every left-invariant Hermitian metric
is pluriclosed; such classification consists of two classes, the first of which contains manifolds of the typeM6×T2, whereM6
is a 6-dimensional nilmanifold admitting pluriclosed structures and T2 is the standard 2-dimensional torus endowed with
the standard left-invariant structure. Hence, we investigate cohomological properties of manifolds of such type M6 × T2.
During the preparation of the final draft, we have been informed by L. Ugarte that A. Latorre, L. Ugarte, and R.
Villacampa performed similar computations in [1], with the aim to further investigate the behaviour of the Bott-Chern
cohomology under deformations of the complex structure, and the possible relation between cohomological properties and
the existence of balanced or strongly-Gauduchon metrics; we refer to [1] for further details.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to warmly thank Adriano Tomassini for his constant support and encouragement
and for many interesting conversations and useful suggestions. We wish to warmly thank Luis Ugarte, Adela Latorre and
Raquel Villacampa for pointing out the preprint [1] and for their several suggestions and remarks, which highly improved
this paper. Thanks are also due to Nicola Enrietti for helpful suggestions concerning the use of Maple for Complex
Geometry.
1. Preliminaries and notation
1.1. Bott-Chern cohomology of non-Ka¨hler manifolds. Let X be a compact complex manifold. Other than Dol-
beault cohomology, another important tool to study the complex geometry of X is provided by the Bott-Chern and Aeppli
cohomologies:
H
•,•
BC(X) :=
ker ∂ ∩ ker ∂
im ∂∂
, H
•,•
A (X) :=
ker ∂∂
im ∂ + im ∂
.
Note that, while the Dolbeault cohomology groups are not symmetric, one has that, for every p, q ∈ N, the complex
conjugation induces the isomorphisms Hp,qBC(X) ≃ Hq,pBC(X) and Hp,qA (X) ≃ Hq,pA (X).
One has the natural maps of (bi-)graded C-vector spaces
H
•,•
BC(X)
xxrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
&&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲

H
•,•
∂
(X)
&&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
H•dR(X ;C)

H
•,•
∂ (X)
xxrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
H
•,•
A (X)
which are, in general, neither injective nor surjective. A compact complex manifold is said to satisfy the ∂∂-Lemma if
every ∂-closed ∂-closed d-exact form is ∂∂-exact, namely, if the map H•,•BC(X) → H•dR(X ;C) is injective: this turns out
to be equivalent to all the above maps being isomorphisms, [19, Lemma 5.15, Remark 5.16, 5.21]. The compact complex
manifolds admitting a Ka¨hler metric, or, more in general, belonging to class C of Fujiki, [23], satisfy the ∂∂-Lemma, [19,
Lemma 5.11, Corollary 5.23].
Fixed a J-Hermitian metric g on X , consider the 4th order self-adjoint elliptic differential operators
∆˜BC :=
(
∂∂
) (
∂∂
)∗
+
(
∂∂
)∗ (
∂∂
)
+
(
∂
∗
∂
)(
∂
∗
∂
)∗
+
(
∂
∗
∂
)∗ (
∂
∗
∂
)
+ ∂
∗
∂ + ∂∗∂
and
∆˜A := ∂∂
∗ + ∂∂
∗
+
(
∂∂
)∗ (
∂∂
)
+
(
∂∂
) (
∂∂
)∗
+
(
∂∂∗
)∗ (
∂∂∗
)
+
(
∂∂∗
) (
∂∂∗
)∗
,
see [26, Proposition 5], see also [37, §2.b, §2.c], [9, §5.1]; by means of them, one gets a Hodge theory for the Bott-Chern,
respectively the Aeppli, cohomology: indeed, one has the following isomorphisms:
H
•,•
BC(X) ≃ ker ∆˜BC = ker ∂ ∩ ker ∂ ∩ ker
(
∂∂
)∗
,
[37, The´ore`me 2.2], and
H
•,•
A (X) ≃ ker ∆˜A = ker
(
∂∂
) ∩ ker ∂∗ ∩ ker ∂∗ ,
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[37, §2.c]. In particular, one gets, [37, Corollaire 2.3, §2.c], that
dimCH
•,•
BC(X) < +∞ and dimCH•,•A (X) < +∞ ,
and that, for every p, q ∈ N,
∗ : Hp,qBC(X)
≃−→ HdimC X−q,dimC X−pA (X) .
For any k ∈ N, set
∆k(X) :=
∑
p+q=k
(dimCH
p,q
BC(X) + dimCH
p,q
A (X))− 2 bk ,
where bk := dimRH
k
dR(X ;R) is the k
th Betti number of X . Note that, if X satisfies the ∂∂-Lemma, then ∆k = 0 for every
k ∈ N.
The first author and A. Tomassini proved that, [7, Theorem A],
for every k ∈ N , ∆k(X) ≥ 0 ,
and that, [7, Theorem B], if ∆k(X) = 0 for every k ∈ N, then X satisfies the ∂∂-Lemma.
Note that ∆k(X) = ∆dimC X−k(X) for every k ∈ N; hence, on a 6-dimensional manifold endowed with a complex
structure, just ∆1(X), ∆2(X), and ∆3(X) have to be computed.
1.2. Left-invariant complex structures on 6-dimensional nilmanifolds. Let X = Γ\G be a nilmanifold, that is,
a compact quotient of a connected simply-connected nilpotent Lie group G by a discrete co-compact subgroup Γ of G;
denote the Lie algebra associated to G by g, and let gC := g⊗R C.
Dealing with G-left-invariant objects on X , we mean objects on X induced by objects on G which are invariant under
the action of G on itself given by left-translations; equivalently, through left-translations, any G-left-invariant object on X
is uniquely determined by an object on spaces constructed starting with the Lie algebra g.
V. V. Morozov classified in [30] the 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras, up to isomorphism, in 34 different classes, see
also [28]. In [36], S. M. Salamon identified the 18 classes of 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra admitting a linear integrable
complex structure: up to equivalence, the linear integrable non-nilpotent complex structures have been classified by L.
Ugarte and R. Villacampa in [40], the linear integrable Abelian complex structures have been classified by A. Andrada,
M. L. Barberis, and I. Dotti in [5], and lastly the linear integrable nilpotent non-Abelian complex structures have been
classified by M. Ceballos, A. Otal, L. Ugarte, and R. Villacampa in [15].
We recall in Table 1 the classification in [15]. As a matter of notation, we identify a Lie algebra g (or the associated
connected simply-connected Lie group G, or the associated nilmanifold X = Γ\G, where Γ is a discrete co-compact
subgroup of G) by its structure equations, namely, writing
h5 :=
(
04, 13 + 42, 14 + 23
)
:=: (0, 0, 0, 0, 13 + 42, 14 + 23) ,
we mean that there exists a basis {ej}j∈{1,...,6} of g such that, with respect to the dual basis
{
ej
}
j∈{1,...,6}
of g∗, the
structure equations are 

d e1 = d e2 = d e3 = d e4 = 0
d e5 = e1 ∧ e3 + e4 ∧ e2
d e6 = e1 ∧ e4 + e2 ∧ e3
,
where usually we also shorten, e.g., eAB := eA ∧ eB. Similarly, we identify a complex structure on a nilmanifold by its
structure equations in terms of a coframe of the holomorphic cotangent bundle, namely, writing
J2 :=
(
0, 0, ω12
)
on h5 ,
we mean that there exists a G-left-invariant coframe
{
ω1, ω2, ω3
}
of the C∞(X ;C)-module T 1,0X , where X = Γ\G is a
nilmanifold with Lie algebra h5, such that the structure equations read{
dω1 = dω2 = 0
dω3 = ω1 ∧ ω2 ,
where usually we shorten, e.g., ωAB¯ := ωA ∧ ω¯B.
Other than the conditions listed in Table 1, as in [15] we assume that the parameters satisfy λ ≥ 0, c ≥ 0, B ∈ C, and
D ∈ C.
3
♯ algebra b1 b2 b3 complex structure conditions (λ ≥ 0, c ≥ 0, B ∈ C, D ∈ C)(
S(B, c) := c4 − 2
(
|B|2 + 1
)
c2 +
(
|B|2 − 1
)2)
00 h1 := (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 6 15 20 J := (0, 0, 0)
01 h2 := (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 34) 4 8 10 J
D
1 :=
(
0, 0, ω11¯ +Dω22¯
)
, ImD = 1
02 JD2 :=
(
0, 0, ω12 + ω11¯ + ω12¯ +Dω22¯
)
, ImD > 0
03 h3 := (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 12 + 34) 5 9 10 J1 :=
(
0, 0, ω11¯ + ω22¯
)
04 J2 :=
(
0, 0, ω11¯ − ω22¯
)
05 h4 := (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 14 + 23) 4 8 10 J1 :=
(
0, 0, ω11¯ + ω12¯ + 1
4
ω22¯
)
06 JD2 :=
(
0, 0, ω12 + ω11¯ + ω12¯ +Dω22¯
)
, D ∈ R \ {0}
07 h5 := (0, 0, 0, 0, 13 + 42, 14 + 23) 4 8 10 J
D
1 :=
(
0, 0, ω11¯ + ω12¯ + Dω22¯
)
, D ∈
[
0, 1
4
)
08 J2 :=
(
0, 0, ω12
)
09 J
(λ,D)
3
:=
(
0, 0, ω12 + ω11¯ + λω12¯ + Dω22¯
)
, (λ, D) ∈
{
(0, x + i y) ∈ R × C : y ≥ 0 , 4y2 < 1 + 4x
}
∪
{
(λ, i y) ∈ R× C : 0 < λ2 < 1
2
, 0 ≤ y < λ
2
2
}
∪
{
(λ, i y) ∈ R× C : 1
2
≤ λ2 < 1, 0 ≤ y <
1−λ2
2
}
∪
{
(λ, i y) ∈ R× C : λ2 > 1, 0 ≤ y < λ
2−1
2
}
10 h6 := (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 13) 4 9 12 J :=
(
0, 0, ω12 + ω11¯ + ω12¯
)
11 h7 := (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 23) 3 8 12 J :=
(
0, ω11¯, ω12 + ω12¯
)
12 h8 := (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 12) 5 11 14 J :=
(
0, 0, ω11¯
)
13 h9 := (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 14 + 25) 4 7 8 J :=
(
0, ω11¯, ω12¯ + ω21¯
)
14 h10 := (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 14) 3 6 8 J :=
(
0, ω11¯, ω12 + ω21¯
)
15 h11 := (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 14 + 23) 3 6 8 J
B :=
(
0, ω11¯, ω12 + Bω12¯ + |B − 1| ω21¯
)
, B ∈ R \ {0, 1}
16 h12 := (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 24) 3 6 8 J
B :=
(
0, ω11¯, ω12 + Bω12¯ + |B − 1| ω21¯
)
, ImB 6= 0
17 h13 := (0, 0, 0, 12, 13 + 14, 24) 3 5 6 J
(B, c) :=
(
0, ω11¯, ω12 + Bω12¯ + c ω21¯
)
, c 6= |B − 1| , (c, |B|) 6= (0, 1) , S(B, c) < 0
18 h14 := (0, 0, 0, 12, 14, 13 + 42) 3 5 6 J
(B, c) :=
(
0, ω11¯, ω12 + Bω12¯ + c ω21¯
)
, c 6= |B − 1| , (c, |B|) 6= (0, 1) , S(B, c) = 0
19 h15 := (0, 0, 0, 12, 13 + 42, 14 + 23) 3 5 6 J1 :=
(
0, ω11¯, ω21¯
)
20 Jc2 :=
(
0, ω11¯, ω12¯ + c ω21¯
)
, c 6= 1
21 J
(B, c)
3
:=
(
0, ω11¯, ω12 + Bω12¯ + c ω21¯
)
, c 6= |B − 1| , (c, |B|) 6= (0, 1) , S(B, c) > 0
22 h16 := (0, 0, 0, 12, 14, 24) 3 5 6 J
B :=
(
0, ω11¯, ω12 + Bω12¯
)
, |B| = 1, B 6= 1
23 h
−
19 := (0, 0, 0, 12, 23, 14 − 35) 3 5 6 J1 :=
(
0, ω13 + ω13¯, i
(
ω12¯ − ω21¯
))
24 J2 :=
(
0, ω13 + ω13¯, − i
(
ω12¯ − ω21¯
))
25 h
+
26
:= (0, 0, 12, 13, 23, 14 + 25) 2 4 6 J1 :=
(
0, ω13 + ω13¯, i ω11¯ + i
(
ω12¯ − ω21¯
))
26 J2 :=
(
0, ω13 + ω13¯, i ω11¯ − i
(
ω12¯ − ω21¯
))
Table 1. M. Ceballos, A. Otal, L. Ugarte, and R. Villacampa’s classification of linear integrable complex
structures on 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras up to equivalence, [15].
1.3. Cohomologies of nilmanifolds. The space ∧•g∗, equivalently, the space of G-left-invariant differential forms on X ,
yields a sub-complex (∧•g∗, d) of the de Rham complex, (∧•X, d), where d: ∧• g∗ → ∧•+1g∗ is induced by d⌊∧1g∗ : ∧1 g∗ ∋
α 7→ dα := −α ([·, ··]) ∈ ∧2g∗. By K. Nomizu’s theorem [31, Theorem 1], the map (∧•g∗, d) → (∧•X, d) is a quasi-
isomorphism, that is, the de Rham cohomology of X can be computed using just G-left-invariant forms. (The same
result holds true, more in general, for completely-solvable solvmanifolds, as proved by A. Hattori, [25, Corollary 4.2]; a
counter-example for general solvmanifolds has been provided in [18, Corollary 4.2, Remark 4.3] by P. de Bartolomeis and
A. Tomassini.)
Analogously, a G-left-invariant complex structure J on X induces a bi-graduation on the space of G-left-invariant
forms, equivalently ∧•,•g∗C, and a sub-double-complex
(∧•,•g∗C, ∂, ∂) →֒ (∧•,•X, ∂, ∂); this inclusion induces an injective
morphism in cohomology, [16, Lemma 9], namely,
(2)
ker
(
∂ : ∧•,• g∗C → ∧•,•+1g∗C
)
im
(
∂ : ∧•,•−1 g∗C → ∧•,•g∗C
) →֒ H•,•
∂
(X) .
Similarly, one has an injective morphism into Bott-Chern cohomology, [6, Lemma 3.6],
(3)
ker
(
d: ∧•,• g∗C → ∧•+1,•g∗C ⊕ ∧•,•+1g∗C
)
im
(
∂∂ : ∧•−1,•−1 g∗C → ∧•,•g∗C
) →֒ H•,•BC(X) .
By saying that the Dolbeault, respectively the Bott-Chern, cohomology of X is G-left-invariant, we mean that the inclusion
(2), respectively (3), is actually an isomorphism. The left-invariance of the Bott-Chern cohomology can be seen as a
consequence of the left-invariance of the Dolbeault cohomology, as proved by the first author, [6, Theorem 3.7].
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It is not known whether, for any left-invariant complex structure on a nilmanifold, the Dolbeault cohomology is left-
invariant, [33, Conjecture 1], see also [17, page 5406], [16, page 112]. However, this turns out to be true for a large class of
left-invariant complex structures: more precisely, the following result holds.
Theorem 1.1 ([35, Theorem 1], [17, Main Theorem], [16, Theorem 2, Remark 4], [32, Theorem 1.10], [6, Theorem 3.8]).
Let X = Γ\G be a nilmanifold endowed with a G-left-invariant complex structure J . The Dolbeault cohomology, and the
Bott-Chern cohomology of X are G-left-invariant, provided one of the following conditions holds:
• X is holomorphically parallelizable, [35, Theorem 1];
• J is an Abelian complex structure (i.e., [Jx, Jy] = [x, y] for any x, y ∈ g), [16, Remark 4];
• J is a nilpotent complex structure (i.e., there is a G-left-invariant coframe {ω1, . . . , ωn} for (T 1,0X)∗ with respect
to which the structure equations of X are of the form
dωj =
∑
h<k<j
A
j
hk ω
h ∧ ωk +
∑
h,k<j
B
j
hk ω
h ∧ ω¯k
with
{
A
j
hk, B
j
hk
}
j,h,k
⊂ C), [17, Main Theorem];
• J is a rational complex structure (i.e., J (gQ) ⊆ gQ where gQ is the rational structure for g induced by Γ —where
a rational structure for g is a Q-vector space such that g = gQ ⊗Q R), [16, Theorem 2];
• g admits a torus-bundle series compatible with J and with the rational structure induced by Γ, [32, Theorem 1.10].
We recall that, since every 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra, except h7, admits a stable torus-bundle series compatible
with any linear complex structure and any rational structure, [32, Theorem B], one gets the following result.
Corollary 1.2 ([33, Corollary 3.10]). For any 6-dimensional nilmanifold endowed with a G-left-invariant complex structure
and with Lie algebra non-isomorphic to h7 = (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 23), both the Dolbeault cohomology and the Bott-Chern
cohomology are G-left-invariant.
Lastly, we recall that, if X satisfies the ∂∂-Lemma, then the differential graded algebra (∧•X, d) is formal, [19, Main
Theorem]. By K. Hasegawa’s theorem [24, Theorem 1], no nilmanifold is formal except for the torus. In particular, the
∂∂-Lemma does not hold for any complex structure on a non-torus nilmanifold.
2. Bott-Chern cohomology of 6-dimensional nilmanifolds
In this section, we provide the results of the computation of the Bott-Chern cohomology for each of the complex structure
in M. Ceballos, A. Otal, L. Ugarte, and R. Villacampa’s classification, [15]. In view of [33, Corollary 3.10], and noting that
the unique (up to equivalence) complex structure on the nilmanifold corresponding to h7 is a rational complex structure,
one is reduced to study left-invariant ∆˜BC -harmonic forms. Note that the Dolbeault, respectively Bott-Chern, cohomology
being left-invariant is not an up-to-equivalence property: that is, the Bott-Chern numbers in Table 2 provide a complete
picture except for nilmanifolds with Lie algebra isomorphic to h7. Such computations have been performed with the aid
of a symbolic calculations software. In Figure 1, we provide a graphical visualization of the non-Ka¨hlerianity of such
6-dimensional nilmanifolds by means of the degrees ∆1, ∆2, and ∆3.
Theorem 2.1. Consider a 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra endowed with a linear integrable complex structure. Equiv-
alently, consider a 6-dimensional nilmanifold with Lie algebra non-isomorphic to h7 = (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 23) and endowed
with any left-invariant complex structure, or a nilmanifold with Lie algebra isomorphic to h7 and endowed with the left-
invariant complex structure in M. Ceballos, A. Otal, L. Ugarte, and R. Villacampa’s classification, [15], see Table 1. Then
the dimensions of the Bott-Chern cohomology are provided in Table 2.
Remark 2.2. During the preparation of the final version of this note, L. Ugarte informed us on a similar paper in
preparation by A. Latorre, L. Ugarte, and R. Villacampa, [1]: they computed the dimensions of the Bott-Chern cohomology
for any complex structure on a 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra using the classification of [15], with the aim to study
variations of the cohomology under deformations of the complex structure, and the behaviour of the cohomology in relation
to the existence of balanced Hermitian metrics or strongly-Gauduchon metrics. Since the main purpose (other than some
results and, possibly, the techniques of computation) of our paper is partly different from [1], we believe that no crucial
overlapping could distract the reader.
Remark 2.3. As a consequence of the computations, we notice that the degrees ∆1 ∈ {0, 2} and ∆3 ∈ {0, 4, 8, 12}
do not depend on the chosen linear integrable complex structure on a fixed 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra, while
∆2 ∈ {0, . . . , 9} does depend on it; more precisely, the numbers hp,qBC depend just on the Lie algebra whenever p+ q odd
(compare also [6, Remark 5.2]). Furthermore, on a 6-dimensional Lie algebra endowed with a linear integrable complex
structure, one has that the Abelianity of the Lie algebra is equivalent to the condition ∆3 = 0.
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λ ≥ 0, c ≥ 0, B ∈ C, D ∈ C skt h
1,0
BC
h
0,1
BC
h
2,0
BC
h
1,1
BC
h
0,2
BC
h
3,0
BC
h
2,1
BC
h
1,2
BC
h
0,3
BC
h
3,1
BC
h
2,2
BC
h
1,3
BC
h
3,2
BC
h
2,3
BC
b1 b2 b3 ∆
1 ∆2 ∆3(
S(B, c) := c4 − 2
(
|B|2 + 1
)
c2 +
(
|B|2 − 1
)2)
00 h1 J X 3 3 3 9 3 1 9 9 1 3 9 3 3 3 6 15 20 0 0 0
01a h2 J
D
1 D 6= i, ImD = 1 × 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 3 6 3 3 3 4 8 10 2 2 8
01b h2 J
D
1 D = i X 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 3 7 3 3 3 4 8 10 2 3 8
02a h2 J
D
2 ReD 6= 1, |D|
2 + 2 ReD 6= 0, ImD > 0 × 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 2 6 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 0 8
02b h2 J
D
2 ReD = 1, ImD > 0 X 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 2 7 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 1 8
02c h2 J
D
2 ReD 6= 1, |D|
2 + 2 ReD = 0, ImD > 0 × 2 2 1 5 1 1 6 6 1 2 6 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 1 8
03 h3 J1 × 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 3 7 3 3 3 5 9 10 0 1 8
04 h3 J2 × 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 3 7 3 3 3 5 9 10 0 1 8
05 h4 J1 × 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 3 6 3 3 3 4 8 10 2 2 8
06a h4 J
D
2 D ∈ R \ {−2, 0, 1} × 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 2 6 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 0 8
06b h4 J
D
2 D = 1 X 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 2 7 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 1 8
06c h4 J
D
2 D = −2 × 2 2 1 5 1 1 6 6 1 2 6 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 1 8
07a h5 J
D
1 D ∈
(
0, 1
4
)
× 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 3 6 3 3 3 4 8 10 2 2 8
07b h5 J
D
1 D = 0 × 2 2 2 6 2 1 6 6 1 3 6 3 3 3 4 8 10 2 6 8
08 h5 J2 × 2 2 3 4 3 1 6 6 1 2 8 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 6 8
09a h5 J
(λ,D)
3
{
λ = 0, ReD 6= 1
2
, 0 < 4 (ImD)2 < 1 + 4 ReD, ImD > 0
}
× 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 2 6 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 0 8
∪
{
0 < λ2 < 1
2
, ReD = 0, 0 < ImD < λ
2
2
}
∪
{
1
2
≤ λ2 < 1, ReD = 0, 0 < ImD < 1−λ
2
2
}
∪
{
λ2 > 1, ReD = 0, 0 < ImD < λ
2−1
2
, (ImD)2 6= λ2 − 1
}
09b’ h5 J
(λ,D)
3
{
λ = 0, ReD = 1
2
, 0 < 4 (ImD)2 < 3, ImD > 0
}
X 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 2 7 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 1 8
09b” ∪
{
λ = 0, ReD 6∈
{
0, 1
2
}
, 1 + 4 ReD > 0, ImD = 0
}
×
09c h5 J
(λ,D)
3
λ = 0, D = 1
2
X 2 2 1 4 1 1 6 6 1 2 8 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 2 8
09d h5 J
(λ,D)
3
λ2 > 1, ReD = 0, 0 < ImD < λ
2−1
2
, (ImD)2 = λ2 − 1 × 2 2 1 5 1 1 6 6 1 2 6 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 1 8
09e h5 J
(λ,D)
3
{
0 < λ2 < 1
2
, D = 0
}
× 2 2 2 4 2 1 6 6 1 2 6 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 2 8
∪
{
1
2
≤ λ2 < 1, D = 0
}
∪
{
λ2 > 1, D = 0
}
09f h5 J
(λ,D)
3 λ = 0, D = 0 × 2 2 2 4 2 1 6 6 1 2 7 2 3 3 4 8 10 2 3 8
10 h6 J × 2 2 2 5 2 1 6 6 1 2 6 2 3 3 4 9 12 2 1 4
11 h7 J × 1 1 2 5 2 1 6 6 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 8 12 2 2 4
12 h8 J X 2 2 2 6 2 1 7 7 1 3 8 3 3 3 5 11 14 0 2 4
13 h9 J × 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 3 6 3 3 3 4 7 8 0 4 8
14 h10 J × 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 6 8 2 3 8
15a h11 J
B B ∈ R \
{
0, 1
2
, 1
}
× 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 6 8 2 3 8
15b h11 J
B B = 1
2
× 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 6 2 3 3 3 6 8 2 4 8
16a h12 J
B
ReB 6= 1
2
, ImB 6= 0 × 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 6 8 2 3 8
16b h12 J
B
ReB = 1
2
, ImB 6= 0 × 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 6 2 3 3 3 6 8 2 4 8
17a h13 J
(B, c) c 6∈ {|B − 1| , |B|} , (c, |B|) 6= (0, 1) , S(B, c) < 0, B 6= 1 × 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 5 12
17b h13 J
(B, c) c = |B| > 1
2
, ReB 6= 1
2
, B 6= 1 × 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 6 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 6 12
17c h13 J
(B, c) c 6∈ {0, 1} , c < 2, B = 1 × 1 1 1 5 1 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 6 12
17d h13 J
(B, c) c = 1, B = 1 × 1 1 1 5 1 1 5 5 1 2 6 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 7 12
18a h14 J
(B, c) B 6= 1 , c 6∈ {0, |B| , |B − 1|} , S(B, c) = 0 × 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 5 12
18b h14 J
(B, c) c = |B| = 1
2
, ReB 6= 1
2
× 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 6 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 6 12
18c h14 J
(B, c) B = 1, c = 2 × 1 1 1 5 1 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 6 12
19 h15 J1 × 1 1 1 5 1 1 5 5 1 3 5 3 3 3 3 5 6 2 8 12
20a h15 J
c
2 c 6∈ {0, 1} × 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 3 5 3 3 3 3 5 6 2 7 12
20b h15 J
c
2 c = 0 × 1 1 2 4 2 1 5 5 1 3 5 3 3 3 3 5 6 2 9 12
21a h15 J
(B, c)
3
c 6∈ {0, |B − 1| , |B|} , B 6= 1, S(B, c) > 0 × 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 5 12
21b h15 J
(B, c)
3
0 < c = |B| < 1
2
× 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 2 6 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 6 12
21c h15 J
(B, c)
3
c > 2, B = 1 × 1 1 1 5 1 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 6 12
21d h15 J
(B, c)
3
c = 0, B 6= 0, |B| 6= 1 × 1 1 2 4 2 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 7 12
21e h15 J
(B, c)
3 c = 0, B = 0 × 1 1 2 4 2 1 5 5 1 2 7 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 9 12
22 h16 J
B |B| = 1, B 6= 1 × 1 1 2 4 2 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 7 12
23 h
−
19 J1 × 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 1 2 4 2 2 2 3 5 6 0 2 4
24 h
−
19 J2 × 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 1 2 4 2 2 2 3 5 6 0 2 4
25 h
+
26 J1 × 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 6 2 3 4
26 h
+
26 J2 × 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 6 2 3 4
Table 2. Dimensions of the Bott-Chern cohomology of the 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras endowed with a linear integrable complex structure.
6
12
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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0
∆1 :=
∑
p+q=1 (h
p,q
BC + h
p,q
A )− 2 b1
∆2 :=
∑
p+q=2 (h
p,q
BC + h
p,q
A )− 2 b2
∆3 :=
∑
p+q=3 (h
p,q
BC + h
p,q
A )− 2 b3
00
01a 01b
02a
02b
02c
03
04
05
06a 06b
06c
07a
07b
0809a
09b
09c
09d
09e
09f
10 11
12
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14
15a
15b
16a
16b
17a
17b
17c 17d
18a 18b
18c
1920a
20b
21a
21b
21c
21d
21e
22
23
24
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26
Figure 1. Non-Ka¨hlerianity of 6-dimensional nilmanifolds endowed with the left-invariant complex struc-
tures in M. Ceballos, A. Otal, L. Ugarte, and R. Villacampa’s classification, [15].
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3. Detecting the validity of the ∂∂-Lemma
In this section, we prove some straightforward formulas concerning
∆k :=: ∆k(X) :=
∑
p+q=k
(dimCH
p,q
BC(X) + dimCH
p,q
A (X))− 2 dimCHkdR (X ;C)


k∈N
,
in order to detect the validity of the ∂∂-Lemma on a compact complex manifold X just in terms of few numbers.
Let X be a compact complex manifold of complex dimension n. As a matter of notation, denote, for k ∈ N,
bk := dimCH
k
dR(X ;C)
and, for ♯ ∈ {∂, ∂,BC,A} and (p, q) ∈ N2 and k ∈ N,
h
p,q
♯ := dimCH
p,q
♯ (X) and h
k
♯ :=
∑
p+q=k
dimCH
p,q
♯ (X) ;
we recall that the following equalities hold: for any (p, q) ∈ N2,
h
p,q
BC = h
q,p
BC = h
n−p,n−q
A = h
n−q,n−p
A and h
p,q
∂
= hq,p∂ = h
n−p,n−q
∂
= hn−q,n−p∂
and, for any k ∈ N,
bk = b2n−k , h
k
BC = h
2n−k
A , and h
k
∂
= hk∂ = h
2n−k
∂
= h2n−k∂ .
Denote the topological Euler-Poincare´ characteristic of X by
χtop :=
2n∑
k=0
(−1)k bk =
2n∑
k=0
∑
p+q=k
(−1)k hp,q
∂
,
see, e.g., [20, Theorem VI.11.7].
One has the equalities
bn = (−1)n χtop + 2
n−1∑
k=0
(−1)n−k−1 bk and hn∂ = (−1)
n
χtop + 2
n−1∑
k=0
(−1)n−k−1 hk
∂
.(4)
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a compact complex manifold. For any k ∈ N, it holds that ∆2k+1 ≡ 0 mod 2.
Proof. Since
∆2k+1 = h2k+1BC + h
2k+1
A − 2 b2k+1 = 2

 ∑
p+q=2k+1
p<q
(hp,qBC + h
p,q
A )− b2k+1

 ≡ 0 mod 2 ,
the proposition follows. 
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a nilmanifold endowed with a complex structure, and suppose that the complex dimension n
of X is odd. Then, ∆n ≡ 0 mod 4.
Proof. Since the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic χtop of a nilmanifold vanishes, one has
∆n = hnBC + h
n
A − 2 bn = 2 hnBC − 2 bn = 4

 ∑
p+q=n
p<q
h
p,q
BC −
n−1∑
k=0
(−1)n−k−1 bk

 ≡ 0 mod 4 ,
from which the proposition follows. 
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a compact complex manifold. If either
• ∆k = 0 for every k ≡ n mod 2, and
• for every k ∈ N, it holds that ∑p+q=2k+1 dimC im ∂∩im∂∩∧p,qXim ∂∂ = 0,
or
• ∆k = 0 for every k ≡ n− 1 mod 2, and
• for every k ∈ N, it holds that ∑p+q=2k dimC im ∂∩im∂∩∧p,qXim ∂∂ = 0;
then X satisfies the ∂∂-Lemma.
Proof. Consider the bi-graded finite-dimensional C-vector spaces
A•,• (X) :=
im ∂ ∩ im ∂
im ∂∂
and F •,• (X) :=
ker∂∂
ker ∂ + ker ∂
,
and denote, for every (p, q) ∈ N2 and k ∈ N,
ap,q := dimCA
p,q (X) and ak :=
∑
p+q=k
dimCA
p,q (X)
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and
fp,q := dimC F
p,q (X) and fk :=
∑
p+q=k
dimC F
p,q (X) .
Following the same argument used in [37] to prove the duality between Bott-Chern and Aeppli cohomology groups, we
prove the duality between A•,• and F •,•; it follows that, for any (p, q) ∈ N2 and k ∈ N, the equalities
ap,q = aq,p = fn−p,n−q = fn−q,n−p and ak = f2n−k
hold.
Indeed, note that the pairing
A•,• × F •,• → C , ([α] , [β]) 7→
∫
X
α ∧ β ,
is non-degenerate: choose a Hermitian metric g on X ; if [α] ∈ A•,• ⊆ H•,•BC(X), then there exists a ∆˜BC -harmonic
representative α˜ in [α] ∈ A•,•, by [37, Corollaire 2.3], that is, ∂α˜ = ∂α˜ = ∂∂ ∗ α˜ = 0; hence, [∗α˜] ∈ F •,•, and ([α˜] , [∗α˜]) =∫
X
α˜ ∧ ∗α˜ is zero if and only if α˜ is zero if and only if [α] ∈ A•,• is zero.
We further note that, by J. Varouchas’ exact sequences, [41, §3.1], one has the following equality, see [7, §3], for any
k ∈ N:
hkBC + h
k
A = 2 h
k
∂
+ ak + fk .(5)
By using (5) and (4), one gets
∆n = hnBC + h
n
A − 2 bn = 2 hn∂ + an + fn − 2 bn
= 2
n−1∑
k=0
(−1)n−k−1 (2 hk
∂
− 2 bk
)
+ an + fn
= 2
n−1∑
k=0
(−1)n−k−1 (hkBC + hkA − 2 bk)+ 2 n−1∑
k=0
(−1)n−k (ak + fk)+ (an + fn)
= 2
n−1∑
k=0
(−1)n−k−1 ∆k + 2
2n∑
k=0
(−1)n−k ak ;
in particular, it follows that ∑
k≡n mod 2
∆k + 2
n∑
k=1
a2k−1 =
∑
k≡n−1 mod 2
∆k + 2
n∑
k=0
a2k .
Hence, the proposition follows by using [7, Theorem B]. 
In particular, by using the K. Hasegawa theorem [24, Theorem 1, Corollary], one gets straightforwardly the following
corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Let X = Γ\G be a 6-dimensional nilmanifold endowed with a complex structure. If either
∆1 = ∆3 = 0 and dimC
im ∂ ∩ im ∂ ∩ ∧1,0X
im ∂∂
= dimC
im ∂ ∩ im ∂ ∩ ∧3,0X
im ∂∂
= dimC
im ∂ ∩ im ∂ ∩ ∧2,1X
im ∂∂
= 0 ,
or
∆2 = 0 and dimC
im ∂ ∩ im ∂ ∩ ∧2,0X
im ∂∂
= dimC
im ∂ ∩ im ∂ ∩ ∧1,1X
im ∂∂
= 0 ,
then X is diffeomorphic to a torus.
4. Pluriclosed metrics on 6-dimensional nilmanifolds
A very special class of metrics in Complex Geometry is provided by Ka¨hler metrics, namely, by J-Hermitian metrics
g on a complex manifold (X, J) such that the associated (1, 1)-form ω := g (J ·, ··) is d-closed. By Ch. Benson and
C. S. Gordon’s theorem [8, Theorem A], or by K. Hasegawa’s theorem [24, Theorem 1, Corollary], if a nilmanifold admits a
Ka¨hler structure, then it is diffeomorphic to a torus. Hence, a natural question is to investigate the problem of the existence
of special Hermitian metrics, other than the Ka¨hler metrics, on nilmanifolds endowed with complex structures, and the
possible connection with cohomological properties; for instance, given a complex manifold (X, J) of complex dimension n,
a Hermitian metric g on X , with associated (1, 1)-form ω, is called balanced if dωn−1 = 0, [29], and it is called pluriclosed
(or strong Ka¨hler with torsion, shortly skt) if ∂∂ω = 0, [11]. In particular, we study here pluriclosed metrics.
The following result points out which of the complex manifolds in Table 2 admit pluriclosed metrics.
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a 6-dimensional nilmanifold and J be a left-invariant complex structure on X. Then (X, J)
admits a left-invariant pluriclosed metric if and only if
[00] (X, J) = (h1, J);
9
♯ algebra complex structure ∂∂
(∑3
j=1 ω
j
∧ ω¯j
)
01 h2 J
D
1 (D + D¯) ω
121¯2¯
02 JD2 (−2 +D + D¯) ω
121¯2¯
05 h4 J1 −
1
2
ω121¯2¯
06 JD2 2(D − 1) ω
121¯2¯
07 h5 J
D
1 (2D − 1) ω
121¯2¯
08 J2 −ω
121¯2¯
09 J
(λ,D)
3 (−1− λ
2 +D + D¯) ω121¯2¯
12 h8 J 0
Table 3. Non-toric 6-dimensional nilmanifolds endowed with left-invariant complex structures and pos-
sibly with left-invariant pluriclosed metrics.
[01b] (X, J) =
(
h2, J
D
1
)
with D = i;
[02b] (X, J) =
(
h2, J
D
2
)
with D ∈ C such that ReD = 1 and ImD > 0;
[06b] (X, J) =
(
h4, J
D
2
)
with D = 1;
[09b’] (X, J) =
(
h5, J
(λ,D)
3
)
with λ = 0 and D = 12 + i y such that 0 < 4y
2 < 3;
[09c] (X, J) =
(
h5, J
(λ,D)
3
)
with λ = 0 and D = 12 ;
[12] (X, J) = (h8, J),
where we use the notation in §1.2 and §2, and in [15].
Proof. It is well known that, if a 6-dimensional nilmanifold endowed with a left-invariant complex structure admits a
left-invariant pluriclosed metric, then its Lie algebra is isomorphic to h1, h2, h4, h5, or h8, see [22, Theorem 3.2], or [39,
Theorem 3.3]. Moreover, one knows that, on a 6-dimensional nilmanifold endowed with a left-invariant complex structure,
the pluriclosed condition is satisfied by either all the left-invariant Hermitian metrics or by none, [22, Theorem 1.2]. Hence
we consider only the complex structures on h1, h2, h4, h5, h8 and test the pluriclosed condition on the standard left-
invariant Hermitian metric g with fundamental form
∑3
j=1 ω
j ∧ ω¯j , where {ωj}
j∈{1,2,3}
is a given left-invariant coframe for
T 1,0X , according to the notation in [15]. Since the first case, h1, is the Ka¨hlerian one, we focus our attention on non-toric
nilmanifolds, and, after a simple computation, we get the results summarized in Table 3. Imposing the pluriclosed condition
on the standard metric and matching with the conditions in Table 2, we get the proposition. 
Remark 4.2. As a consequence of the computations summarized in Table 2 and of Theorem 4.1, we note that, restricting
to the class of 6-dimensional nilmanifolds endowed with left-invariant pluriclosed structures, the number hp,qBC depends just
on the Lie algebra whenever (p, q) 6∈ {(3, 1), (2, 2), (1, 3)}, see also Remark 2.3.
With the aim of studying cohomological properties in relation to the existence of special metrics, we provide the
following example, which shows a curve of complex structures admitting pluriclosed metrics and with jumping Bott-Chern
cohomology numbers.
Example 4.3 (A curve of complex structures on a 6-dimensional nilmanifold such that each complex structure admits
a pluriclosed metric and the dimensions of the Bott-Chern cohomology are not constant). Let X be a nilmanifold with
associated Lie algebra
h2 :=
(
04, 12, 34
)
.
Consider the family {Jt}t∈R of left-invariant complex structures on X such that a left-invariant coframe for the C∞ (X)-
module of the (1, 0)-forms on (X, Jt) is given by
{
ψ1t , ψ
2
t , ψ
3
t
}
satisfying

dψ1t = 0
dψ2t = 0
dψ3t = t ψ
1
t ∧ ψ2t + ψ1t ∧ ψ¯1t + t ψ1t ∧ ψ¯2t +
(
t2 + i
)
ψ2t ∧ ψ¯2t
.
Note that
• for t = 0, the left-invariant complex structure Jt is equivalent to the left-invariant Abelian complex structure JD1
with D = i (case 01b in Table 2);
• for t 6= 0, the left-invariant complex structure Jt is equivalent to the left-invariant non-Abelian complex structure
JD2 with D = 1 +
1
t2
i (case 02b in Table 2),
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where we use the notation in §1.2 and §2, and [15].
In particular, by Theorem 4.1, (X, Jt) admits a left-invariant pluriclosed metric for every t ∈ R. Notwithstanding, note
that
dimCH
3,1
BC (X, J0) = dimCH
1,3
BC (X, J0) = 3 ,
and
dimCH
3,1
BC (X, Jt) = dimCH
1,3
BC (X, Jt) = 2 for t 6= 0 ,
while, for (p, q) 6∈ {(3, 1) , (1, 3)} one has dimCHp,qBC (X, J0) = dimCHp,qBC (X, Jt) for every t ∈ R.
Remark 4.4. An analogous example is provided by a nilmanifold X with associated Lie algebra h5 and endowed with
the family
{
Jt := J
(0, 12+i t)
3
}
t≥0, 4 t2<3
of left-invariant complex structures on X such that, with respect to a left-invariant
coframe
{
ψ1t , ψ
2
t , ψ
3
t
}
of T 1,0X , one has

dψ1t = 0
dψ2t = 0
dψ3t = ψ
1
t ∧ ψ2t + ψ1t ∧ ψ¯1t +
(
1
2 + i t
)
ψ2t ∧ ψ¯2t ,
(case 09 in Table 1); in fact, there exists a pluriclosed metric for every t such that t ≥ 0 and 4 t2 < 3, and we have the
jumping of
dimCH
2,2
BC (X, J0) = 8 6= 7 = dimCH2,2BC (X, Jt) for t > 0, 0 < 4 t2 < 3
(cases 09c and 09b’ in Table 2).
Remark 4.5. Note that cases 09b’ and 09b” provide examples of linear integrable non-equivalent complex structures
on h5 having the same dimensions of the Bott-Chern cohomology but admitting, respectively not admitting pluriclosed
metrics.
For the sake of completeness, we provide the following example, compare also [15, Theorem 7.9]: it shows a curve of
complex structures on a 6-dimensional nilmanifold admitting both pluriclosed and balanced metrics.
Example 4.6 (A curve of compact complex manifolds endowed with special metrics). LetX be a nilmanifold with associated
Lie algebra
h4 :=
(
04, 12, 14 + 23
)
,
and consider on it the family
{
JD2
}
D∈R\{0}
of left-invariant non-Abelian complex structures whose (1, 0)-forms are generated
by
{
ω1D, ω
2
D, ω
3
D
}
as a C∞(X ;C)-module and such that

dω1D := 0
dω2D := 0
dω3D := ω
12
D + ω
11¯
D + ω
12¯
D +Dω
22¯
D
.
By [22, Theorem 3.2] and [39, Theorem 26], the Lie algebra h4 admits both pluriclosed and balanced left-invariant
Hermitian structures.
Let
Ωr,s,t,u,v,zD := i
(
r2 ω11¯D + s
2 ω22¯D + t
2 ω33¯D
)
+ uω12¯D − u¯ ω21¯D + v ω23¯D − v¯ ω32¯D + z ω13¯D − z¯ ω31¯D
the generic JD2 -Hermitian structure, where
r, s, t ∈ R \ {0} and u, v, z ∈ C
satisfy 

r2 s2 > |u|2
s2 t2 > |v|2
r2 t2 > |z|2
r2 s2 t2 + 2Re (i u¯ v¯ z) > t2 |u|2 + r2 |v|2 + s2 |z|2
,
see, e.g., [40, pages 3-4].
By computing
∂∂ Ωr,s,t,u,v,zD = i t
2 (1−D) ω121¯2¯D ,
we have that Ωr,s,t,u,v,zD is pluriclosed if and only if D = 1, compare also [22, Theorem 1.2].
Computing
d
(
Ωr,s,t,u,v,zD
)2
=
1
2
ρ
r,s,t,u,v,z
D ω
1231¯2¯
D −
1
2
ρ
r,s,t,u,v,z
D ω
121¯2¯3¯
D
where
ρ
r,s,t,u,v,z
D := D t
2 r2 −D |v|2 + t2 s2 − |z|2 + i t2 u+ v z¯ ,
we have that Ωr,s,t,u,v,zD is balanced if and only if D, r, s, t, u, v, z are such that ρ
r,s,t,u,v,z
D = 0.
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Firstly, suppose that 0 < D < 14 . Let s, t ∈ R \ {0} be such that s2 >
(
D + s2
)2
and consider the JD2 -Hermitian metric
Ωs,tD := Ω
1,s,t,i (D+s2),0,0
D = i
(
ω11¯ + s2 ω22¯ + t2 ω33¯
)
+ i
(
D + s2
) · (ω12¯ + ω21¯) ;
a straightforward computation shows that Ωs,tD is balanced, see also [15, §7].
In the case D = 14 , it turns out that J
D
2 admits no balanced metric, see also [15, Theorem 7.9]. Indeed, for the sake of
completeness, we note that, if Ω˜ were a balanced metric, then one should have
0 =
∫
X
Ω˜2 ∧ d
(
ω31
4
− ω31
4
)
=
∫
X
Ω˜2 ∧
(√
2ω11
4
+
√
2
2
ω21
4
)
∧
(√
2ω11
4
+
√
2
2
ω21
4
)
> 0 ,
which yields an absurd.
Summarizing, we have a curve such that:
• for 0 < D < 14 , there exists a balanced metric on
(
X, JD2
)
;
• for D = 14 , the complex manifold
(
X, J
1
4
2
)
admits no balanced metric and no pluriclosed metric;
• for D = 1, there exists a pluriclosed metric on (X, J12 ).
Compare also [15, Theorem 7.9], where the same example is studied in order to prove that the existence of balanced
metrics and the existence of strongly-Gauduchon metrics are not closed under deformations of the complex structure.
Remark 4.7. For the study of the behaviour of the cohomology in relation to the existence of Hermitian balanced metrics
or strongly-Gauduchon metrics, we refer to [1] by A. Latorre, L. Ugarte, and R. Villacampa, where, for any balanced
structure, they also determine L.-S. Tseng and S.-T. Yau’s spaces parametrizing the deformations in type IIB supergravity,
see [38].
5. 8-dimensional nilmanifolds and pluriclosed metrics
While, for 6-dimensional nilmanifolds endowed with a left-invariant complex structure, the condition that a given left-
invariant metric is pluriclosed depends just on the associated Lie algebra and not on the chosen left-invariant Hermitian
metric, [22, Theorem 1.2], this holds no more true in dimension greater than 6, see [34, §2]. The 8-dimensional nimanifolds
endowed with a left-invariant complex structure such that every left-invariant Hermitian metric is pluriclosed have been
classified by the third author and A. Tomassini in [34, Theorem 13] into two families, compare also [21, Theorem 4.1] (as
a consequence, it turns out that a left-invariant complex structure on a 8-dimensional nilmanifold is pluriclosed for every
left-invariant Hermitian metric if and only if it is astheno-Ka¨hler for every left-invariant Hermitian metric, [34, Theorem
15]); more precisely, the first family consists of nilmanifolds of the type M6×T2, where M6 is a 6-dimensional nilmanifold
endowed with a left-invariant complex structure such that any left-invariant Hermitian metric on it is pluriclosed, [22,
Theorem 1.2], and T2 is the standard 2-dimensional torus endowed with the standard left-invariant complex structure. In
this section, we study the Bott-Chern cohomology of such 8-dimensional nilmanifoldsM6×T2. Recall that the possibleM6
have been classified in [22, Theorem 3.2] by A. Fino, M. Parton, and S. Salamon in terms of their associated Lie algebra.
More precisely, in Table 4 we summarize the nilmanifolds of such type M6 × T2, that is, the nilmanifolds possibly
endowed with left-invariant pluriclosed structures and belonging to the first class in [34, Theorem 13]. Then, in Table 5,
we summarize the results of the computations of the dimensions of the Bott-Chern cohomology and the degree of non-
Ka¨hlerianity for such 8-dimensional nilmanifolds, pointing out the existence of pluriclosed structures. (As regards notation,
we follow the same conventions as in §1.2 and §2, and [15].)
12
♯ algebra b1 b2 b3 b4 complex structure conditions (λ ≥ 0, D ∈ C)
008D h1 × T
2 =
(
08
)
8 28 56 70 J := (0, 0, 0, 0) ,
018D h2 × T
2 =
(
04, 12, 34, 02
)
6 17 30 36 JD1 :=
(
0, 0, ω11¯ +Dω22¯, 0
)
, ImD = 1
028D J
D
2 :=
(
0, 0, ω12 + ω11¯ + ω12¯ + Dω22¯, 0
)
, ImD > 0
058D h4 × T
2 =
(
04, 12, 14 + 23, 02
)
6 17 30 36 J1 :=
(
0, 0, ω11¯ + ω12¯ + 1
4
ω22¯, 0
)
068D J
D
2 :=
(
0, 0, ω12 + ω11¯ + ω12¯ + Dω22¯, 0
)
, D ∈ R \ {0}
078D h5 × T
2 =
(
04, 13 + 42, 14 + 23, 02
)
6 17 30 36 JD1 :=
(
0, 0, ω11¯ + ω12¯ +Dω22¯, 0
)
, D ∈
[
0, 1
4
)
088D J2 :=
(
0, 0, ω12, 0
)
098D J
(λ,D)
3 :=
(
0, 0, ω12 + ω11¯ + λω12¯ +Dω22¯, 0
)
, (λ, D) ∈
{
(0, x + i y) ∈ R× C : y ≥ 0 , 4y2 < 1 + 4x
}
∪
{
(λ, i y) ∈ R × C : 0 < λ2 < 1
2
, 0 ≤ y < λ
2
2
}
∪
{
(λ, i y) ∈ R × C : 1
2
≤ λ2 < 1, 0 ≤ y < 1−λ
2
2
}
∪
{
(λ, i y) ∈ R × C : λ2 > 1, 0 ≤ y < λ
2−1
2
}
128D h8 × T
2 =
(
05, 12, 02
)
7 22 41 50 J :=
(
0, 0, ω11¯, 0
)
Table 4. 8-dimensional nilmanifolds of the type M6×T2 endowed with left-invariant complex structures
and possibly with left-invariant pluriclosed metrics, where M6 is a 6-dimensional nilmanifold endowed
with a left-invariant complex structure such that any left-invariant Hermitian metric on it is pluriclosed,
and T2 is the standard 2-dimensional torus endowed with the standard left-invariant complex structure.
13
λ ≥ 0, D ∈ C skt h
1,0
BC
h
2,0
BC
h
1,1
BC
h
3,0
BC
h
2,1
BC
h
4,0
BC
h
3,1
BC
h
2,2
BC
h
4,1
BC
h
3,2
BC
h
4,2
BC
h
3,3
BC
h
4,3
BC
∆1 ∆2 ∆3 ∆4
008D h1 J X 4 6 16 4 24 1 16 36 4 24 6 16 4 0 0 0 0
01a8D h2 J
D
1 D 6= i, ImD = 1 × 3 3 9 2 13 1 11 22 4 18 6 13 4 2 6 14 20
01b8D h2 J
D
1 D = i X 3 3 9 2 13 1 11 23 4 19 6 14 4 2 7 16 22
02a8D h2 J
D
2 ReD 6= 1, |D|
2 + 2 ReD 6= 0, ImD > 0 × 3 3 9 2 13 1 10 22 3 17 5 13 4 2 4 10 16
02b8D h2 J
D
2 ReD = 1, ImD > 0 X 3 3 9 2 13 1 10 23 3 18 5 14 4 2 5 12 18
02c8D h2 J
D
2 ReD 6= 1, |D|
2 + 2 ReD = 0, ImD > 0 × 3 3 10 2 14 1 10 23 3 17 5 13 4 2 5 12 18
058D h4 J1 × 3 3 9 2 13 1 11 22 4 18 6 13 4 2 6 14 20
06a8D h4 J
D
2 D ∈ R \ {−2, 0, 1} × 3 3 9 2 13 1 10 22 3 17 5 13 4 2 4 10 16
06b8D h4 J
D
2 D = 1 X 3 3 9 2 13 1 10 23 3 18 5 14 4 2 5 12 18
06c8D h4 J
D
2 D = −2 × 3 3 10 2 14 1 10 23 3 17 5 13 4 2 5 12 18
07a8D h5 J
D
1 D ∈
(
0, 1
4
)
× 3 3 9 2 13 1 11 22 4 18 6 13 4 2 6 14 20
07b8D h5 J
D
1 D = 0 × 3 4 11 3 16 1 12 24 4 18 6 13 4 2 10 22 28
088D h5 J2 × 3 5 9 4 15 1 12 24 3 19 5 15 4 2 10 22 28
09a8D h5 J
(λ,D)
3
{
λ = 0, ReD 6= 1
2
, 0 < 4 (ImD)2 < 1 + 4 ReD, ImD > 0
}
× 3 3 9 2 13 1 10 22 3 17 5 13 4 2 4 10 16
∪
{
0 < λ2 < 1
2
, ReD = 0, 0 < ImD < λ
2
2
}
∪
{
1
2
≤ λ2 < 1, ReD = 0, 0 < ImD < 1−λ
2
2
}
∪
{
λ2 > 1, ReD = 0, 0 < ImD < λ
2−1
2
, (ImD)2 6= λ2 − 1
}
09b’8D h5 J
(λ,D)
3
{
λ = 0, ReD = 1
2
, 0 < 4 (ImD)2 < 3, ImD > 0
}
X 3 3 9 2 13 1 10 23 3 18 5 14 4 2 5 12 18
09b”8D ∪
{
λ = 0, ReD 6∈
{
0, 1
2
}
, 1 + 4 ReD > 0, ImD = 0
}
×
09c8D h5 J
(λ,D)
3
λ = 0, D = 1
2
X 3 3 9 2 13 1 10 24 3 19 5 15 4 2 6 14 20
09d8D h5 J
(λ,D)
3
λ2 > 1, ReD = 0, 0 < ImD < λ
2−1
2
, (ImD)2 = λ2 − 1 × 3 3 10 2 14 1 10 23 3 17 5 13 4 2 5 12 18
09e8D h5 J
(λ,D)
3
{
0 < λ2 < 1
2
, D = 0
}
× 3 4 9 3 14 1 11 22 3 17 5 13 4 2 6 14 20
∪
{
1
2
≤ λ2 < 1, D = 0
}
∪
{
λ2 > 1, D = 0
}
09f8D h5 J
(λ,D)
3 λ = 0, D = 0 × 3 4 9 3 14 1 11 23 3 18 5 14 4 2 7 16 22
128D h8 J X 3 4 11 3 17 1 13 28 4 21 6 15 4 0 2 8 12
Table 5. Dimensions of the Bott-Chern cohomology of the 8-dimensional nilmanifolds of the type M6 ×T2 endowed with left-invariant complex structures
and possibly with left-invariant pluriclosed metrics, where M6 is a 6-dimensional nilmanifold endowed with a left-invariant complex structure such that any
left-invariant Hermitian metric on it is pluriclosed, and T2 is the standard 2-dimensional torus endowed with the standard left-invariant complex structure.
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